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General Introduction 
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Nature is overflowing with the diversity of life, which is surrounded by plants, 

animals, insects and so on. Life on the earth is composed of microscopic cells, which 

are themselves composed of nanoscale molecules. Where, microscopically cells are 

using nanoscale molecules to perform several motile functions, including transport of 

metabolites across cell membranes, signaling of nerve impulses, transport of 

chromosomes during cell division, generating force etc.1 By using these cellular events, 

macroscopically plants are growing, animals are moving and doing work, insects are 

crawling or climbing etc. After examining these microscopic and macroscopic activities 

in living organisms, I can claim movement is one of the most indispensable parts from 

microscopic to macroscopic scale in the living system. All the macroscopic movements 

and other functions in living organisms or artificial systems are governed by these 

nanoscale molecules.2 It is very inspiring to realize the amplification of these molecular 

events to the macroscopic movements. I used two systems to amplify the molecular 

level event to macroscopic scale. One was artificial cholesteric liquid crystalline 

system, where macroscopic rotational work was done by amplifying the molecular 

motion. Another one was living cellular system, where small molecule was used to 

control cell division by regulating the movement of chromosomes.  

I introduced photoswitchable azobenzene based molecules in both systems 

because these molecules can switch between two isomeric forms in a reversible 

fashion by light. Light induced switching or photoswitching is most appealing approach 

because light can be considered as most advantageous non-invasive stimuli for both 

artificial and living systems which offers a very high spatial and temporal resolution, 

allowing for true remote control.3-5 Illuminating with a specific light, the azobenzene 

molecule undergoes an reversible isomerization, which involves a change in the 

geometry and charge of the molecule from the more stable, less polar trans isomer to 
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the less stable, more polar cis isomer, the former having a rod-like shape, while the 

latter a bent conformation.6-8 These changes in the structure induces different affinity 

toward the protein or liquid crystals and consequences in the reversible reorganization 

of the molecular system, which finally induces macroscopic change in the movement.9-

11 In case of non-photoresponsive molecule, it is impossible to change the condition 

without further addition of another molecule.   

 

 

             Figure1-1: Photoisomerization of azobenzene  

Here, in both artificial and living cellular system, azobenzene based molecules 

efficiently amplified its isomerization information to control the macroscopic 

movements or mechanical functions and cellular events. Specifically, by amplifying the 

molecular motion artificial system generated continuous and unidirectional rotational 

work seen in engines in the real world and cellular system controlled its progression.  

Following up to these results, the general goal of the work presented in this 

thesis is to amplify the concerted motions of nanosized molecules up to the 

macroscopic scale, by taking advantage of isomerization of azobenzene molecule. 

In Chapter 2, I describe the molecular crankshaft effect converting piston-like 

molecular motion to continuous rotation of macro objects. 

In Chapter 3, I explain optochemical regulation of Cenp-E and chromosome 

movement during mitosis cell division.  

In chapter 4, conclusions of this thesis are mention. 
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2.1. Introduction 

Mitosis cell division in eukaryotic cells generates two or more daughter cells 

from a parent cell through the equal distribution of their genetic information.1 During 

this important process, chromosomes containing DNA are accurately replicated and 

dynamically transported. This dramatic movements of chromosomes, especially 

during metaphase, are regulated by motor proteins, which are the bio-transducers of 

chemical energy of ATP into mechanical motion. During metaphase, polar oriented 

laterally attached chromosomes are transported to equator along spindle microtubule 

and aligned at the metaphase plate (congression). Successful chromosome 

congression depends on the kinetochore-microtubule (MT) attachment, MT dynamics 

and force generation by biomotors.2,3 There is a several methods to regulate the 

chromosome congression by controlling the function of biomotors. Ribonucleic acid 

interference (RNAi) mediated depletion of specific protein,4 laser microsurgery,5 

antibody injection6 and chemical inhibitor7 are well known approach to control the 

function of proteins.  

Two large families of molecular motors, kinesins and dynein, drive 

transportation of chromosomes along MT filaments. Kinesin 7 or centromere-

associated protein E (Cenp-E)8 transports the chromosomes to positive end of the 

spindle MT by hydrolysis of the ATP.9,10 After complete alignment of chromosomes at 

metaphase plate, motor activity of Cenp-E is required or not still a controversial 

issue.11,12 When the expression of Cenp-E is suppressed, or it’s activity is inhibited, 

some chromosomes are failed to align at metaphase plate and retain to the spindle 

poles (miscongression), leading to mitotic arrest. In presence of misalinged 

chromosomes, kinetochore activate the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) proteins 

which turn off the cell cycle progression.13 SAC monitor the attachment of 
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chromosomes to microtubule and proper alignment at the metaphase plate. After 

complete congression of chromosomes, SAC proteins are released from kinetochore 

and allow cell cycle progression.  

To control the cell division by tuning the function of proteins and reveal the 

controversial function, such experimental tools are essential, which can reversibly 

manipulate the activity of proteins with spatiotemporal precision and molecular 

specificity.  Optochemical tool will be most potential approach to get both reversible 

control and molecular specificity by using light.  Borowiak et al. developed an 

optochemical tool, which can be switched ON and OFF by visible light and control the 

dynamics of MT and mitosis cell division in living cells.14 Recently developed an 

optogenetic tool can control the kinetochore function of chromosomes with 

spatiotemporal precision.15 This tool specially manipulates the checkpoint signaling 

and molecular motor activity in cells by recruiting the proteins to and release them 

from the kinetochore using light irradiation. But this system is irreversible and genetic 

modification is necessary for introducing their tool. By existing methods, it is 

impossible to achieve spatiotemporal control over the activity of motor proteins and 

cell division.  

Kinetochore motor protein Cenp-E has achieved much attention as a potential 

target to control the cell division, because it’s motor activity is essential for 

chromosome congression. Different approaches such as microinjection of antibody 

directed against Cenp-E,11 siRNA mediated depletion of Cenp-E13,16 and Cenp-E 

specific chemical inhibitors7 has been used to regulate it’s motor activity. Small 

molecule inhibitor is potential to use as therapeutic drug, but non-specific target and 

lack of spatiotemporal control limit it’s use. There is a several small molecule Cenp-E 

inhibitors; GSK923295,17 Syntelin,18 PF-277119 and Cmpd-A20 to stop cell cycle 
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progression. Using all these established small molecule inhibitors and other methods, 

it is impossible to control the activity of Cenp-E reversibly in living cells with 

spatiotemporal precision and explore the unrevealed function of Cenp-E during the 

mitosis cell division.  

Our interest is on the development of an optochemical tool, by which activity of 

Cenp-E can be switched to ON and OFF manner using different wavelength of light.   

Herein, I developed the azobenzene-tethered reversibly photocontrollable Cenp-E 

inhibitor based on GSK923295 structure. Azobenzene derivatives have been widely 

accepted as photoswitches because of their notable changes in geometry upon 

isomerization, high quantum yields and fast photoisomerization rates.21 I developed 

four photoswitchable inhibitors. Among them only inhibitor 4 showed the efficient 

photoisomerization and significant change of inhibition behavior under two isomer 

state in both isolated and living cell. Inhibitor 4 can control the movement of 

chromosomes for several cycles with spatiotemporal precision using UV and visible 

light irradiation. To introduce this inhibitor in cellular system, it is not necessary to do 

any genetic modification. This optochemical tool established a new platform to control 

the motor activity of Cenp-E as well as chromosome movement and reveal the 

functions of Cenp-E.  

2.2 Results  

2.2.1. Design of Photoswitchable Inhibitors 

GSK923295 is first highly specific, potent and allosteric inhibitor of Cenp-E 

motor domain, which targets the ATPase activity of Cenp-E and has significant growth 

inhibitory effect in 237 panels of cancer cell lines in vitro.17 The design of 

photoswitchable inhibitors for Cenp-E was inspired by the core structure of 
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GSK923295 (Figure 2-1). Already reported a great variety of structures based on the 

GSK923295 showed significant change in inhibition activity with different aryl moieties 

in different positions and different lengths of side chain.22 Inspiring from this structural 

relationship with the inhibition of Cenp-E, I designed series of photoswitchable 

inhibitors, where photoswitchable azo moiety is tethered with phenyl group in ortho, 

meta and para positions (Inhibitor 1, 3, 2) and 2,3,5-trimethyl pyrazole group at para 

position (Inhibitor 4) by replacing the phenylimidazopyridinyl moiety and reduced the 

chain length in side chain of GSK923295 (Figure 2-1). All photoswitchable inhibitors 

in this study were prepared according to the detail synthetic procedure and confirmed 

by 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HR-MS are described in section 2.5.10. 
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Figure 2-1.  Structure of GSK923295 and designed azo-tethered photoswitchable 

Cenp-E inhibitors: 1. Ortho 2. Para 3. Meta position of phenyl moiety 4.  Para position 

of 2,3,5-trimethyl pyrazole moiety.  

2.2.2. Photophysical Properties of Inhibitors 

The indispensable requirements to use the photoswitchable inhibitor are 

efficient and quick reversible photoisomerization between two different configurations 

with a relatively high degree of photoconversion (trans / cis ratio) at different 

wavelength of light and long-lived isomers. Azobenzene derivatives are privileged to 

use as bioactive compounds due to their fast and efficient photoisomerization and 

notable change in geometry and polarity between two isomers.20 Initially thermally 

stable linear trans isomers are isomerized to bent shape, more polar cis isomers under 

UV light irradiation and reversely isomerized to trans by visible light irradiation (Figure 

2-2a). Photophysical properties of all compounds were studied by UV-visible 

absorption spectroscopy and reverse phase high-performance liquid chromatography 

(RP-HPLC). UV-visible absorption spectra of inhibitor 1-4 are shown in Figure 2-2b-e.  

Under 365 nm light irradiation, trans isomers converted to cis isomers and reached to 

the cis rich state (UV photostationary state, PSS365nm) and absorption around 330 nm 

for π–π* transition decreased, simultaneously absorption for n–π* transition around 

450 nm increased. Reverse isomerization (cis to trans) occurs under 510 nm light 

irradiation and reached to trans rich state (visible photosationary state, PSS510nm), 

consequently absorption for π–π* band increased and n–π* band decreased. All the 

compounds were efficiently and reversibly photoisomerized for many cycles without 

any fatigue (inset of Figure 2-2b to e). To evaluate the rate of thermal cis-trans 

relaxation, half-life of cis isomers for all compounds were determined at 37 ºC (Figure 

2-3a,b). For all photoswitchable inhibitors, half-life at 37 ºC is >1 d, showing that the 
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cis isomer is relatively stable (Table2-1). Isomer ratio of all compounds at before 

irradiation (BI), PSS365nm, PSS436nm and PSS510nm state were measured by RP-HPLC 

(Figure 2-3c and Table2-1).  
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Figure 2-2: a) Photoisomerization of inhibitors under UV (365 nm) and visible (436 

nm, 510 nm) light irradiation. UV-Vis absorption spectra of Cenp-E inhibitors: (b), (c), 

and (d) for compound 1 (2 x 10-5 M), 2 (2 x 10-5 M), and 3 (2 x 10-5 M), respectively in 

PIPES buffer (pH 6.8): acetonitrile (1:1) solution , (e) for 4 (3.3 x 10-5 M) in BRB-80 

buffer (pH 6.9):acetonitrile (1:1) solution at room temperature; before irradiation (black 

line), PSS365nm (red line), PSS436nm (cyan line), PSS510nm (green line). Inset of (b), (c), 

and (d): Absorbance changes at 326 nm, 329 nm and 321 nm under alternate light 

irradiations of 365 nm and 436 nm for Cenp-E inhibitors 1, 2 and 3 respectively an 

inset of (e) changes at 338 under alternate light irradiations of 365 nm and 510 nm for 

Cenp-E inhibitors 4 for 10 cycles. 
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Figure 2-3: (a) Change of the absorption spectra with time after 365 nm light irradiation 

(PSS365nm) for inhibitor 4 (2.0 x 10-5 M) respectively. b) Time course of the absorbance 

4 at 339 nm in BRB-80 buffer (pH 6.9):acetonitrile (1:1) solution after UV irradiation 

and then incubated under dark condition at 37 ºC; equation, ln(
𝐴𝑏𝑠 (BI) −𝐴𝑏𝑠 (time)

𝐴𝑏𝑠 (BI)−𝐴𝑏𝑠 (𝑃𝑆𝑆365𝑛𝑚)
) =

 −𝑘𝑡 was used to determine the rate of the of the thermal isomerization reaction, where 

Abs (BI) is absorbance at before irradiation; Abs (PSS365 nm) is absorbance at UV (365 

nm) photostationary state; Abs (time) is absorbance at different time intervals in dark 

from PSS365nm. b) RP-HPLC chromatograms for Cenp-E inhibitors 4, which is showing 

the cis (Z) and trans (E) isomer ratio at before irradiation (black line), PSS365nm (red 

line), PSS510nm (blue line). Conditions used for the RP-HPLC analysis; Column - 5C18-

MS-II, 4.6×250 mm (Nacalai Tesque, Inc.); Eluent - CH3CN/H2O, Solvent gradient: 40 

to 60% of acetonitrile in water for 30 min; Flow rate: 1 mL/min. Injection volume: 20 

µL. 
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2.2.3. Reversible Control of Inhibition in Purified Cenp-E  

After synthesizing the chemical compounds with desired photophysical 

properties, I carried out MT stimulated ATPase assay using purified Cenp-E to confirm 

inhibition behavior. I used the different concentrations of inhibitors, both in the dark 

state (trans) and irradiated state (PSS), together with the positive control GSK923295 

and negative control DMSO. As shown in Figure 2-4a, Inhibitor 2 and 3 were inactive 

toward Cenp-E before and after light irradiation. Inhibitor 1 was less efficient for 

inhibition at trans state compared to cis and low solubility in buffer BRB-80 limited it’s 

use. Only inhibitor 4 efficiently inhibited the activity of Cenp-E at low concentration in 

trans state without any solubility problem and activity recovered at cis state after UV 

light irradiation (Figure 2-4b). For inhibitor 4, I have observed the large difference in 

inhibitory activity between trans and cis state and therefore IC50 values were 

determined, showing IC50 = 5.9 μM at dark, IC50 = 120 μM for PSS365nm and IC50 = 14 

μM for PSS510nm. Since IC50 value 20 times increased at cis rich state after UV light 

irradiation and 9 times decreased at trans rich state after visible light irradiation. 

Whereas GSK923295 did not show any change in inhibitory effect after light irradiation 

and IC50 value is 0.58 μM. These observations confirmed that only inhibitor 4 can 

reversibly change the inhibition behavior toward Cenp-E using light irradiation. I 

perused the further all studies using inhibitor 4. 
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Figure 2-4: a) Change of the activity of Cenp-E in presence of inhibitor 1, 2 and 3 at 

trans and cis rich state b) Concentration dependent inhibition of Cenp-E motor domain 

ATPase by inhibitor 4 under dark and irradiation (PSS) condition; BI (black line), 

PSS365nm (red line), PSS510nm (green line) and GSK923295 (gray line).  

2.2.4. Inhibition Mechanism of Inhibitor 4  

 Usually nucleotide free or ATP-bound kinesins tightly bind to the MT, whereas 

ADP-bound form weakly bind to the MT. In presence of GSK923295, ADP•Pi-bound 

or ATP-bound form of Cenp-E was stabilized and form rigor state in which inactive 

Cenp-E motor domain strongly bind to microtubule. Inhibition mechanism of inhibitor 

4 can explain by existing mechanism for GSK923295.17 Here I examined the 

interaction of Cenp-E motor domain with MT in presence and absence of inhibitor 4 

under both dark and irradiation (PSS) state using different nucleotide conditions by 

copelleting of Cenp-E motor domain with MT (Figure 2-5). Here, in absence of inhibitor 

4 and presence of adenylyl-imidodiphosphate (AMPPNP), a poorly hydrolysable ATP 

analog, or in the nucleotide-free state, Cenp-E motor domain bound tightly to MT and 

remained to the pellet. When bound to ADP, Cenp-E motor domain bound loosely to 
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MT and released to the supernatant. In contrast, the addition of inhibitor 4 at trans 

state (dark, PSS510nm) resulted tight binding of Cenp-E motor domain to the MT under 

all nucleotide states and Cenp-E remained to the pellet. After UV light irradiation, in 

ADP bound state, loosely bound Cenp-E released to the supernatant and tightly bound 

to MT in presence of AMPPNP and nucleotide free condition like as inhibitor free state. 

This analysis indicated that trans isomer of inhibitor 4 stabilized the ATP (or ADP.Pi)-

bound form by locking Cenp-E in a state strongly bound to MT. 

Figure 2-5: Cosedimentation assay of Cenp-E with MT in presence and absence of 

Cenp-E inhibitor 4 under both dark and irradiation state (PSS) using various nucleotide 

conditions. 

2.2.5. Reversible Control of the Chromosome Movement by Regulating Cenp-E 

Activity and Ultimate Fate of Living Cells 

 Generally, transportation of the polar chromosomes along spindle MT towards 

metaphase plate is driven by positive end directed motor Cenp-E at the kinetochore 

(Figure 2-6a). Inhibition of Cenp-E stops the movement of chromosomes and induces 

miscongression of chromosomes in mitotic cells (Figure 2-6b). It is also expected that 

inhibition of Cenp-E by inhibitor 4 will induce miscongression of chromosomes. To 

validate the inhibition of inhibitor 4 in living cells, I stained the Cenp-E and α-tubulin by 

specific antibody and chromosomes by DAPI after treatment with inhibitor 4 along with 
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positive control GSK923295 and negative control DMSO under dark and irradiation 

(PSS) conditions. Where α-tubulin and Cenp-E were the marker of mitotic spindles 

and kinetochore of chromosomes, respectively. At BI and PSS510nm state, majority of 

cells contained polar localized Cenp-E along with the misaligned chromosomes, 

proved that trans isomer stops the motor activity and Cenp-E mediated chromosome 

congression (Figure 2-6c). At PSS365nm, Cenp-E were localized to the equator with the 

perfectly aligned chromosomes, since active Cenp-E transported the chromosomes 

toward metaphase plate (Figure 2-6c). GSK923295 treated cells contained both 

aligned and misaligned chromosomes with polar Cenp-E,17,23 whereas DMSO treated 

cells contained only the equator positioned Cenp-E along with the completely aligned 

chromosomes (Figure 2-6d). These results indicate, optochemical tool 4 is promising 

for specific control of Cenp-E activity in living cells as well as the dynamics of Cenp-E 

mediated chromosome congression during mitosis cell division.  

In response to inhibitor 4 treatment, chromosome miscongression occurred in 

a concentration dependent manner. As shown in Figure 2-6e, quantitative analysis 

demonstrated that, at 1 μM concentration, 87% of total cells contain misaligned 

chromosomes at BI state and reduced to 24% at PSS365nm. At PSS510nm, percent of 

cells containing misaligned chromosomes recovered to 83%. These observations 

suggested us, inhibitor 4 can be reversibly and efficiently photoisomerized in cells 

without photodegradation of drug and induce significant change in chromosome 

orientation.  

Usually miscongression of chromosomes activate SAC protein and induce 

mitotic arrest. Prolonged mitotic arrest induces cell death. Growth inhibitory effect of 

inhibitor 4 on HeLa cells were evaluated by a colorimetric assay using cell counting 

kit-8 (CCK-8, Donjido) based on water soluble tetrazolium salt WST-8 [2-(2-methoxy-
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4-nitrophenyl)-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-5-(2,4-disulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, monosodium 

salt], which is sensitive for the determination of the number of viable cells in cell 

proliferation assay. WST-8 is reduced by dehydrogenases in cell and produces a 

water-soluble orange color formazan dye. Amount of the formazan dye is directly 

proportional to the viable cells, which is detected by measuring the absorbance at 450 

nm. Figure 2-6f represented the potency, robustness and light specificity of the Cenp-

E inhibitor 4 toward antiproliferative activity of HeLa cells was measured by using a 

range of concentration of inhibitor 4 (0.01 μM to 20 μM).   Negative control confirmed 

that intensity and time of light irradiation were not toxic for cells. As shown in Figure 

2-6f, inhibitor 4 has strong cytotoxicity to HeLa cells in a concentration dependent 

manner and large difference in cytotoxicity over the PSS365nm and PSS510nm state. 

Trans isomer significantly reduce the viability of cells than the cis isomer. A notable 

difference in growth inhibitory activity (GI50) values, at dark condition GI50 is 0.29 ± 

0.04 μM, whereas in PSS365nm state it is 2.3 ± 0.3 μM, efficiently reversed by visible 

light irradiation to 0.29 ± 0.03 μM at PSS510nm. Around 8 times difference in cytotoxicity 

or GI50 values in the cis and trans rich state. GI50 for GSK923295 is 0.03 μM and had 

no change over cytotoxicity before and after light irradiation (Figure 2-6f).  By 

considering the both change of cell viability and chromosome congression behavior in 

presence of inhibitor 4, this is confirming that trans isomer potently induce the 

miscongression of chromosomes, consequently disturb the SAC, and prolonged 

mitotic arrest induce cell death. By contrast, cis isomer induces successful 

chromosome congression and doesn’t involve to induce mitotic arrest. These 

observations support that, inhibitor 4 can be used as photo trigger which can be 
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robustly and reversibly photoswitched in living cells between the essentially OFF cis 

from and potent ON trans form.  
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Figure 2-6: (a) Schematic representation of completely-aligned chromosomes in 

metaphase plate with active Cenp-E. Red dotted ellipse shape indicated metaphase 

plate. (b) Schematic representation of misaligned chromosomes with inactive Cenp-E. 

(c) Immunofluorescence analysis of Cenp-E inhibition inside HeLa cells under different 

irradiation conditions (BI, PSS365nm, PSS510nm). After cells were treated with 1.0 μM 

inhibitor 4 and 20 μM MG-132 to maintain metaphase stage of cells for 2 h and fixed 

by methanol at -20 ºC, specific antibodies for Cenp-E with Alexa Fluor 488 (green) and 

tubulin with Alexa Fluor 568 (red) and DAPI for DNA (blue) were applied for staining. 

Scale bar, 5 μm.  d) Representative immunostained images of GSK923295 and DMSO 

(e) Quantitative analysis of the chromosome amendments of HeLa cells after the 

treatment of inhibitor 4, GSK923295 and DMSO at BI, PSS365nm and PSS510nm. 

Percentage of cells containing aligned and misaligned chromosomes based on n = 3 

independent experiments (>150 cells in total). (f) Cell viability assay using GSK923295 

(gray line) and inhibitor 4 under at BI (black line), PSS365nm (red line) and PSS510nm 

(blue line). To maintain the PSS throughout the experimental time, each of UV (2s) 

and visible (5s) light was irradiated to cells with 12 h interval.  
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2.2.6. Dynamic Photocontrol of Chromosome Movement in Live Cells 

 To directly visualize the effect of inhibitor 4 on chromosome movement in living 

cells under alternating UV and visible light irradiation (Figure 2-7a), I imaged 

chromosomes. Here, inhibitor 4 treated porcine kidney cell LLC-PK 1 was used for 

dynamic photoregulation and temporal control of chromosome movement in mitotic 

cells using light irradiation. After 2h treatment under dark, trans isomer generated 

some misaligned polar chromosomes in mitotic cells (Figure 2-7d). After UV light 

irradiation (33 mW cm-2, 25 s), active Cenp-E started to transport the misaligned 

chromosomes toward equator from pole with ~13 nm s-1 velocity (Figure 2-7d). 

Whereas subsequent visible light irradiation (117 mW cm-2, 35 s) stopped the motor 

activity and induced reverse movement of both kinetochore attached inactive Cenp-E 

and attached chromosomes with ~3 nm s-1 velocity (Figure 2-7d). Here, reverse 

movement of inactive Cenp-E attached chromosomes occurred due to the MT 

dynamics. In presence of inhibitor 4 at trans state, copelleting assay confirmed 

(section 2.2.5) inactive Cenp-E tightly bound to the MT (rigor state) and here poleward 

direction movement of chromosomes occurred due to the treadmilling property of MT 

(Figure 2-7c). Treadmilling involves the polymerization and depolymerization of equal 

number of tubulin unit in plus and minus end, respectively. Whereas active Cenp-E at 

cis state processively transfer the chromosome toward the equator by walking on the 

spindle MT (Figure 2-7b). Figure 2-7e showed the kymograph of moving 

chromosomes under alternating UV and visible light irradiation. After UV light 

irradiation, chromosomes moved toward metaphase plate and after visible light 

irradiation moved far from the metaphase plate. During the repeated cycles of UV and 

visible light irradiation, gradually number of the misaligned chromosomes decreases. 

After several cycles, all the chromosomes aligned in the metaphase plate and never 
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misalign after visible light irradiation (Figure 2-7d, e). Moving distance of 

chromosomes were vary from cell to cell (Figure 2-7f). Even several misaligned 

chromosomes in a one cell moved with different velocities. Thus, using this tool, it is 

possible to control chromosome movement at desired time and position during the cell 

division. 

 After complete alignment of chromosomes, function of Cenp-E motor activity at 

metaphase plate is still controversial. To solve this controversial issue by using this 

optochemical tool, first I can induce the complete alignment of chromosomes in 

metaphase plate at cis rich state and then inhibit the activity of Cenp-E by subsequent 

visible light irradiation. After that, I can observe the stability of metaphase plate in 

presence of polar inactive Cenp-E. These observations assist to find the real function 

of Cenp-E in metaphase plate after complete alignment of chromosomes.  
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Figure 2-7: a) Schematic representation of the dynamic photocontrol of chromosome 

movements using UV and visible light irradiation. b) Schematic representation of active 

Cenp-E mediated chromosome movement by ATP hydrolysis c) Schematic 

representation of movement of chromosomes by treadmilling of MT in presence of 

rigor state of Cenp-E d) Time lapse images of chromosomes in single HeLa cell treated 

with 1.0 μM inhibitor 4 and 20 μM MG-132 with alternating UV and visible light 

irradiation. Misaligned chromosomes are marked with white arrows. e) The 

representative kymograph for the dynamic trace of the misaligned chromosomes 

around the metaphase plate under different irradiation conditions. Scale bar, 5 μm. f) 

Change of the distance of moving chromosomes under alternating UV and visible light 

irradiation based on the 3 independent experiments. Yellow and green box indicated 

the moving distance after UV and visible light irradiation, respectively. Here I 

maintained 5 min incubation after UV and 30 min incubation after visible light 

irradiation. 

2.2.7. Temporal Control of the Cenp-E Mediated Chromosome Congression and 

Function of Cenp-E After Complete Alignment of Chromosomes 

 Usually bioriented chromosomes takes 15-20 minutes to align at the metaphase 

plate. To assess the temporal control of the chromosome congression by this 

optochemical tool, live imaging was done on inhibitor 4 treated HeLa cells by 

maintaining different incubation time (3, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 min) after UV light 

irradiation (33 mW cm-2, 25 s) and subsequent visible light irradiation (117 mW cm-2, 

35 s) and 30 min incubation. During observation, misaligned chromosomes started to 

move toward the equator from pole after UV light irradiation. After 3 min of UV light 

irradiation subsequent visible light irradiation induced the reverse movement of 

chromosomes (Figure 2-8b). This phenomenon mentioned here as a type 1 (Figure 2-
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8a). Since elongated incubation time i.e. 30 min after UV light irradiation induced 

complete alignment of chromosomes at metaphase plate, chromosomes never moved 

to the opposite direction after visible light irradiation (Figure 2-8b) and mentioned as 

type 2 phenomenon (2-8a). Quantitative analysis showed, with increasing the 

incubation time after UV light irradiation gradually number of miscongrated 

chromosomes containing cells or type 1 decreased and type 2 increased (Figure 2-

8c). These observations suggested stably attached chromosomes never misalign after 

inhibition of Cenp-E.  

 To understand the controversial function of Cenp-E after complete congression 

of chromosomes at the metaphase plate, I utilized the previously described temporal 

control of this optochemical tool. Here, I reversely regulated the activity of Cenp-E and 

checkpoint protein mad2 by using inhibitor 4 (Figure 2-8 d). Generally, in presence of 

misaligned chromosomes, checkpoint is active and checkpoint proteins localized to 

kinetochores. After complete alignment of chromosomes at metaphase plate, 

checkpoint become silenced and proteins are released from all kinetochores at 

metaphase, leading to anaphase. Already it is proved that, 30 min incubation at cis 

rich state is enough to get complete alignment of chromosomes at metaphase plate. 

Here immunostained images confirmed that, after 30 min of UV light irradiation, Cenp-

E localized to the equator with the completely aligned chromosomes like as DMSO 

treated cells, since checkpoint became silenced and mad2 detached from the 

kinetochore (Figure 2-8e,f). These observations ensured further cell cycle progression 

is possible at cis rich state. Notably, subsequent 30 min incubation after visible light 

irradiation only delocalize the Cenp-E from the equator to pole without any 

chromosomes and absence of mad2 (Figure 2-8e,f) indicated that after stable 
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attachment of chromosomes metaphase plate can maintain it’s stability without Cenp-

E and SAC permitted the cells to proceed anaphase. 
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Figure 2-8: (a) Schematic representation of different chromosome movement 

behavior in presence of active and inactive Cenp-E under UV and subsequent visible 

light irradiation, respectively. (b)  Experimental time lapse images of single cell of type 

1/2 depending on the different irradiation conditions.  Misaligned chromosomes are 

marked with white arrows. Scale bar, 5 μm. Type 1: chromosomes moved toward 

metaphase plate after UV light irradiation and reversely back toward pole after visible 

light irradiation, Type 2 : chromosomes completely aligned at the metaphase plate 

after UV light irradiation and never moved to opposite direction after visible light 

irradiation. (c) Quantitative analysis of cellular population of type 1/2 at different 

incubation time after UV light irradiation. Percentage of cells containing aligned and 

misaligned chromosomes based on n = 3 independent experiments (>37 cells in total). 

d) Schematic representation of the control over the movements of Cenp-E and SAC 
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protein mad2 under UV and visible light irradiation. (d) Representative 

immunofluorescence images of HeLa cells in type 2. DNA (blue), Cenp-E (green), 

tubulin (red). e) Fixed cell imaging of stable HeLa-Kyoto cell line of Mad2-GFP and 

H2B-mCherry in type 2. DNA (red) and cyan (mad2). Scale bar, 5 μm. 

2.3. Discussion 

 I developed a new optochemical tool to control the activity of kinetochore motor 

protein Cenp-E and helps to explain the exact function of Cenp-E during mitosis cell 

division. This is the first azobenzene-tethered photoswitchable Cenp-E inhibitor, which 

can reversibly photoisomerized and significantly changed the binding affinity of two 

isomers toward the Cenp-E motor domain. By using this system, activity of the Cenp-

E can be switched ON and OFF repeatedly for many cycles in living cells, 

consequently changed the Cenp-E mediated chromosome dynamics in mitotic spindle. 

These results illustrated that inhibitor 4 potentially suppress and restore the activity of 

Cenp-E at trans and cis state, respectively.  

Our optochemical tool helps to explore two important parts of mitosis cell division. First 

by using this tool, it is possible to get temporal control over the activity of Cenp-E and 

chromosome movement in mitotic spindle by using two different wavelength of light in 

ON and OFF switching manner. Live imaging proved that active Cenp-E transport the 

chromosomes from pole to equator under cis rich state at UV light irradiation. Whereas 

inactive and tightly bound Cenp-E transport the chromosomes from equator to pole by 

using treadmilling property of MT under trans rich state after visible light irradiation. 

Second, I can explain the most controversial issue that the function of Cenp-E after 

chromosome congression in metaphase plate. Observations from temporal control of 

chromosome dynamics and localization of Cenp-E and mad2 protein ensured that, in 

presence of polar inactive Cenp-E at trans rich state, completely aligned 
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chromosomes can maintain their metaphase plate without making any change. It 

proves that Cenp-E is not necessary for chromosome maintenance after metaphase 

plate formation.  

2.4 Conclusions 

I successfully developed an optochemical tool, which can control the chromosome 

movement reversibly with temporal precision by cis and trans isomerization. The 

reversibility of bioactivity by inhibitor 4 allowed quick recovery of normal function of 

Cenp-E, since cell division also can be controlled by using light at any time and place 

according to the requirement. I therefore expect that, this optochemical tool will be a 

promising approach for spatiotemporally precise research based on Cenp-E activity.   

2.5. Experimental  

2.5.1. General Methods 

All reagents, solvents and amino acids were purchased from commercial sources 

(Sigma Aldrich, TCI chemical, Merck, Kanto Chemical, Wako pure chemical, 

Watanabe chemical Co. Ltd.) and used without further purification.  

Thin layer chromatography was conducted on silica gel 60 F254-precoated aluminium 

sheets (Merck) and visualized by fluorescence.  

For purification of compounds, conventional column chromatography was carried out 

on silica gel (Kanto chemical, silica gel 60 N, spherical, neutral, 63-210 μm).  

Purity and isomer ratio of CENP-E inhibitors were measured by reverse phase high 

pressure liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) system (Shimadzu 18886). 

Lyophilization (FDU-2200, EYELA) was used for freeze drying.  
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1H NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL JNM-ECX 400 spectrometer and all 

chemical shifts are cited on the δ-scale in ppm relative to the signal of 

tetramethylsilane (TMS) (at 0.00) as an internal standard and coupling constants (J) 

are reported in Hz. 

 Proton-decoupled 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL JNM-ECX 400 

spectrometer and all chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm using solvent as the 

internal standard (CDCl3 at 77.16, DMSO-d6 at 39.52, CD3OD at 49.00) and relative 

intensities are also shown.  

High resolution mass spactra (HR-MS) was recorded by electrospray ionization (ESI) 

method using Thermo Scientific Exactive mass spectrophotometer. 

UV-vis absorption spectra were measured on a JASCO V-550 spectrophotometer by 

using 1cm path length quartz cells.  

Cis-trans photoisomerization of Cenp-E inhibitors in different experiments was 

performed by using 365 nm light emitting diode (LED, C11924-101, Hamamatsu), 510 

nm (CS-LED3W_510) and for 436 nm, a mercury lamp (ushio) with appropriate 

bandpass filter. 

2.5.2. ATPase Assay for Cenp-E Enzymatic Activity 

The ATPase assay activity of Cenp-E was measured based on a reaction in which the 

regeneration of hydrolyzed ATP is coupled to the oxidation of NADH. In each cycle of 

ATP hydrolysis, pyruvate kinase (PK) converts one molecule of phosphoenolpyruvate 

(PEP) to pyruvate system when the ADP is converted back to the ATP. Subsequently 

pyruvate is converted to lactate by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) resulting in the 

oxidation of one NADH molecule. Activity was determined by measuring the the rate 
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of NADH absorbance decrease at 340 nm, which is proportional to the rate of steady-

state ATP hydrolysis. Here, ATPase assay was performed by using 10 nM Cenp-E 

motor domain, 0.28 mM NADH, 2 mM PEP, PK 19 U/mL, LDH 12 U/mL, MT 2 µM, 

ATP 500 µM in BRB80 buffer (pH 6.9; PIPES, 80 mM; MgCl2, 2 mM; EGTA, 1 mM) at 

25 ºC. Absorbance of NADH was measure by UV-visible spectrophotometer (JASCO 

V-550) at 340nm.    

2.5.3. Cell Culture 

HeLa-Kyoto (human cervix adenocarcinoma) and LLC-PK1 (Porcine kidney) cell lines 

were cultured in DMEM (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium, with L-glutamine and 

phenol red, Wako) cell culture medium supplemented with 10 % FBS (Fetal Bovine 

Serum, Corning), 1% antibiotic and antimycotic solution (Sigma) at 37 ºC in presence 

of 5% CO2 and humidified atmosphere. A HeLa-Kyoto line stably expressing Mad2-

GFP and H2B-mCherry was a kind gift from Dr. Daniel Gerlich (Institute of Molecular 

Biotechnology of the Austrian Academy of Sciences and cells were maintained in 

DMEM supplemented with 10 % FBS (Corning), 1% antibiotic and antimycotic solution 

(Sigma) 0.5 mg/mL G418 (Wako), and 0.5 μg/mL puromycin.  

2.5.4. Cell Viability Assay 

Viability of HeLa Kyoto (wild type) cells were evaluated by a colorimetric assay using 

cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8, Donjido) based on water soluble tetrazolium salt WST-8 [2-

(2-methoxy-4-nitrophenyl)-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-5-(2,4-disulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, 

monosodium salt], which is sensitive for the determination of the number of viable cells 

in cell proliferation assay. WST-8 is reduced by dehydrogenases in cell and produces 

a water-soluble orange color formazan dye. Amount of the formazan dye is directly 

proportional to the viable cells, which is detected by measuring the absorbance at 450 
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nm. For cell viability assay, 90 μL solution of cells in phenol red free DMEM medium 

were seeded in three 96 well plates (TrueLine) at 0.15 x 105 cells/mL concentration to 

maintain the three different irradiation conditions: before irradiation (BI, 100 % trans), 

cis rich state (PSS obtained by illumination at 365 nm light) and trans rich state (PSS 

obtained by illumination at 510 nm light). Cells were incubated for 24 h at 37 ºC in 

presence of 5% CO2 and humidified atmosphere. Solutions of inhibitor 4, GSK923295 

(positive control) and DMSO (negative control) in phenol red free DMEM medium with 

different concentrations were prepared. Before addition to the cell, solutions 

separately irradiated by UV and visible light to get the PSS365nm and PSS510nm 

respectively. 10 μL of all solutions were added to the cells and incubated for 44 h. 

Same concentrations of inhibitor 4 without any cells were also prepared in DMEM 

medium and measured the absorbance to subtract the contribution of absorbance from 

azobenzene group of inhibitors. For background wells, only medium also prepared.  

UV (21 mW cm-2, 2 seconds) and visible (117 mW cm-2, 5 seconds) light was irradiated 

throughout the dishes with 12 h interval to maintain the cis and trans rich state of 

inhibitor 4. After 44 h drug treatment, 5 μL of CCK-8 solution was added to the each 

well and incubated for 4 h. Absorbance of each well was measured at 450 nm by using 

Sunrise plate reader (Tecan). Cytotoxicity was expressed as a relative viability of cells 

compared to the non-treated cells. Presented data are the average of three 

independent experiment. IC50 values were estimated by a nonlinear regression 

analysis (four parameter logistic model), where log[inhibitor] were plotted with the 

percent of activity.  

2.5.5. Microscopy and Image Acquisition 

Live cell imaging was done by using TE2000 microscope (Nikon) equipped with 20x 

0.75 NA Plan-Apochromatic and 60x 1.4 NA Plan-Apochromatic, oil immersion 
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objective lens (Nikon), an ORCA-ER CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics) at 37 ºC in 

presence of 5% CO2 and humidified atmosphere maintained by microscope stage 

incubator (TOKAI HIT). Acquisition of image was controlled by µManager software 

(Open Imaging).  

Fixed cells were imaged by Eclipse Ti2 microscope (Nikon) equipped with 20x 0.75 

NA Plan-Apochromatic objective lens (Nikon), a Prime 95B camera (Photometrics) at 

room temperature. Acquisition of image was controlled by NIS Elements software 

(Nikon).  

For immunostaining experiment, z-stacks for chromosome, Cenp-E, and microtubule 

images were taken with -8 to 8 μm spacing for 4 steps. 

To identify the mad2 and H2B in fixed sample, z-stacks for mad2 and H2B images 

were taken with -10 to10μm spacing for 5 steps. 

2.5.6. Antibody 

Antibodies were commercially purchased and following antibodies were used for 

immunostaining with mentioned dilution ratio: primary antibodies are rat monoclonal 

anti–α-tubulin (1:1000; YOL1/34; EMD Millipore), and mouse monoclonal anti-Cenp-E 

(1:1000; 1H12, ab5093, Abcam). Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 568 conjugated 

secondary antibodies (1:1000; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). 

2.5.7. Fixed Cell Imaging 

For fixed cell imaging, 500 μL solution of cells in DMEM medium were seeded in three 

24 well plates (TrueLine) at 1.0 x 105 cells/mL concentration to maintain three different 

irradiation conditions: BI, cis and trans rich state and incubated for 24 h. Solutions of 

inhibitor 4, GSK923295 (positive control) and DMSO (negative control) with 20 μM 
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MG132 (Peptide Institute) proteasome inhibitor in phenol red free DMEM medium with 

different concentrations were prepared. Before addition to the cell, solutions 

separately irradiated by UV and visible light to get the PSS365 nm and PSS510 nm 

respectively. Then cell cultured medium was replaced by the solutions of inhibitor 4 

and incubated for 2h. After that, cells were fixed by 3.2% PFA (paraformaldehyde) in 

DPBS (Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline) for 10 min at room temperature and 

three times washed with DPBS-G (DPBS supplemented with 100 mM glycine). After 

fixation, chromosomes were stained using 1.0 μg/mL 4ʹ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

(DAPI, Dojindo) for overnight at 4 ºC and washed with DPBS.  

To confirm the mad2 position, HeLa-Kyoto (stably expressing Mad2-GFP and H2B-

mCherry) cells were seeded in three 4 well glass bottom dish (MATSUNAMI, 

D141400) at 3.0 x 105 cells/mL concentration and incubated for 24 h. Three different 

dishes were prepared to maintain three different irradiation conditions: BI, cis and trans 

rich state. Cells were treated with 1.0 μM concentration of photoswitchable inhibitor 4, 

GSK923295 and DMSO with 20 μM MG132 proteasome inhibitor and incubated for 2 

h subsequently light was directly irradiated on the drug treated cell cultured dish to get 

the photoswitching effect. After UV light irradiation, cells were incubated for different 

time intervals (5 and 30 min) and followed by visible light irradiation and incubated for 

30 min. Then cells with three different irradiation conditions were fixed by 3.2% PFA 

in DPBS for 10 min at room temperature and washed with DPBS-G.  

2.5.8. Live Cell Imaging 

For high resolution live cell imaging, 100 μL of LLC-PK1 cells in phenol red free DMEM 

medium were seeded in 4 well glass bottom dish (MATSUNAMI, D141400) at 1.5 x 

105 cells/mL concentration and incubated for 24 h. Then chromosomes were stained 
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by 1.0 μM SiR-DNA (Cytoskeleton) dye with 25 μM verapamil (efflux pump inhibitor, 

cytoskeleton) for 2 h at 37 ºC and 5% CO2 in humidified atmosphere. After that cells 

were washed by phenol red free DMEM and treated with 1.0 μM of photoswitcable 

inhibitor 4 with 20 μM MG132 proteosome inhibitor for 2 h in dark (without irradiation). 

Chromosomes were imaged by using Cy5 channel using 60x 1.4 NA Plan-

Apochromatic, oil immersion objective lens (Nikon) at 12 frames per minute, where 

cells were alternatively irradiated by UV (33 mW cm-2, 25 s) and visible (117 mW cm-

2, 35 s) light for several cycles.  

For low resolution live cell imaging, 100 μL of Hela Kyoto (wild type) cells in phenol 

red free DMEM medium were seeded in 4 well glass bottom dish at 1.5 x 105 cells/mL 

concentration and incubated for 24 h. Then chromosomes were stained by 0.5 μM 

SiR-DNA (Cytoskeleton) dye for 2 h. After that cells were washed by phenol red free 

DMEM and treated with 1.0 μM inhibitor 4 with 20 μM MG132 proteosome inhibitor for 

2 h in dark. Chromosomes were imaged by using Cy5 channel at 1 frames per minute, 

where cells were irradiated by UV (33 mW cm-2, 25 s) and followed by visible (117 mW 

cm-2, 35 s) light. To get the temporal control of chromosome movement by inhibitor 4, 

different incubation time intervals (3, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 29 min) after UV light 

irradiation were maintained. 

2.5.9. Immunofluorescence Staining 

For immunofluorescence staining 100 μL of Hela Kyoto cells in phenol red free DMEM 

medium were seeded in 4 well glass bottom dish at 3.0 x 105 cells/mL concentration 

and incubated for 24 h. Three different dishes were prepared to maintain three 

different irradiation conditions: BI, cis rich and trans rich state. Cells were treated with 

1.0 μM concentrations of photoswitchable drug inhibitor 4, GSK923295 and DMSO 
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with 20 μM MG132 proteasome inhibitor and incubated for 2 h. To get the 

photoswitching effect, light was directly irradiated on the drug treated cell cultured dish. 

After UV light irradiation (33 mW cm-2, 25 s), cells were incubated for different time 

intervals (5 and 30 min) and followed by visible light irradiation (117 mW cm-2, 35 s) 

and incubated for 30 min. Then cells with three different irradiation conditions were 

fixed with 100% methanol at −20 ºC for 10 min and three times washed by PBS. 

Methanol fixed cells were treated with BSA blocking buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 7.5, 5% BSA, and 0.1% Tween 20) for 30 min at room temperature followed 

by incubated with primary antibodies for overnight at 4 ºC. After washing, cells were 

incubated with fluorescence tagged secondary antibodies and DAPI for overnight at 4 

ºC and three times washed with DPBS. All the antibody solutions were prepared in 

TBS-BSA buffer. 

2.5.10. Synthesis and Characterization 

Synthesis of Inhibitor 1 

 

 

 

 

 

Conditions: MeI, K2CO3, DMF, r.t., 22 h 

Compound 1a: N-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-4-nitro-L-phenylalanine (503 mg, 1.62 mmol, 

1.0 eqv.), methyl iodide (459 mg, 3.24 mmol, 2.0 eqv.) and potassium carbonate (671 

mg, 4.85 mmol, 3.0 eqv.) were dissolved in DMF (30 mL). The reaction mixture was 

stirred at room temperature for 22 h. The mixture poured into EtOAc and washed with 

water (3 × 100 mL). Organic phase was separated and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. 
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Evaporation of the solvent afforded the product 1a as a white solid. Yield: 428 mg, 

81%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.19 – 8.14 (m, 2H), 7.31 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 5.04 

(d, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H), 4.66 – 4.61 (m, 1H), 3.74 (s, 3H), 3.28 (dd, J = 14.0, 5.8 Hz, 1H), 

3.12 (dd, J = 13.9, 6.4 Hz, 1H), 1.42 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.76, 

155.03, 147.21, 144.16, 130.36, 123.77, 80.43, 54.20, 52.66, 38.47, 28.35. LR-MS 

(MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C15H20N2O6 + Na]+ 347.1, found 347.2. 

 

 

 

 

Conditions: Pd/C, H2 (gas), MeOH, r.t., 25 h 

Compound 1b: A solution of 1a (585 mg, 1.80 mmol) in methanol (10 mL) was stirred 

with 10% Pd/C (60 mg) catalyst under hydrogen atmosphere at room temperature for 

25 h. The reaction mixture filtered through celite and it was concentrated in vacuo to 

afford a sticky colorless oil of 1b. Yield: 530 mg, 99%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

6.90 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 6.63 – 6.60 (m, 2H), 4.94 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 4.53 – 4.48 (m, 

1H), 3.71 (s, 3H), 3.02 – 2.93 (m, 2H), 1.42 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

172.71, 155.28, 145.44, 130.25, 125.76, 115.41, 79.94, 54.70, 52.26, 37.56, 28.43. 

LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C15H22N2O4 + Na]+ 317.1, found 317.2. 
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Conditions: AcOH, r.t., 6 h 

Compound 1c: A solution of 1b (495 mg, 1.68 mmol, 1.0 eqv.) and nitrosobenzene 

(360 mg, 3.36 mmol, 2.0 eqv.) in acetic acid (5 mL) was stirred at room temperature 

for 6 h. The reaction mixture was dissolved in DCM. It was extracted with sat. 

NaHCO3aq and washed with brine. The mixture was dried over MgSO4, filtered and 

evaporated in vacuo. The residual viscous orange oil was purified by column 

chromatography (Silica, hexane : EtOAc = 2:1) to afford compound 1c as an orange 

solid. Yield: 582 mg, 90%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.92 – 7.89 (m, 2H), 7.86 (d, 

J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.54 – 7.45 (m, 3H), 7.28 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 5.03 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 

4.67 – 4.62 (m, 1H), 3.73 (s, 3H), 3.24 – 3.11 (m, 2H), 1.43 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (100 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.24, 155.17, 152.76, 151.83, 139.50, 131.12, 130.20, 129.22, 

123.14, 122.94, 80.21, 54.47, 52.47, 38.39, 28.43. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld 

for [C21H25N3O4 + Na]+ 406.4, found 406.3. 
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Conditions: TFA, DCM, r.t., 5 h 

Compound 1d: A solution of 1c (537 mg, 1.40 mmol) in DCM (25 mL) was stirred with 

TFA (22 mL) at room temperature for 5 h. Evaporation of the reaction mixture afforded 

the product 1d as an orange solid. Yield: 397 mg, 100%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-

d6) δ 8.44 (br, 2H), 7.91 – 7.86 (m, 4H), 7.62 – 7.58 (m, 3H), 7.48 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 

4.37 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H), 3.71 (s, 3H), 3.28 – 3.17 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-

d6) δ 169.35, 151.93, 151.14, 138.58, 131.61, 130.63, 129.53, 122.78, 122.54, 53.04, 

52.70, 35.65. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C16H17N3O2 + H]+ 284.3, found 

284.1. 

 

Conditions: HOBT∙H2O, HBTU, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., 15 h 

Compound 1e: To a solution of 1d (450 mg, 1.59 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), 3-chloro-4-

isopropoxybenzoic acid24 (408 mg, 1.90 mmol, 1.2 eqv.), HOBT∙H2O (291 mg, 1.90 

mmol, 1.2 eqv.), and HBTU (721 mg, 1.90 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) in DMF (60 mL) was added 

DIPEA (831 μL, 4.77 mmol, 3.0 eqv.). The reaction mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 15 h. EtOAc (40 mL) was added to the reaction mixture. The organic 

solvent was extracted with sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 

mL x 3). It was dried over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated in vacuo. The crude mixture 
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was purified by column chromatography (SiO2, EtOAc : hexane = 1:2) to afford the 

product 1e as an orange solid. Yield: 539 mg, 67%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.91 

– 7.89 (m, 2H), 7.87 – 7.84 (m, 2H), 7.80 (d, 2.0 Hz, 1H), 7.59 (dd, J = 8.0, 2.3 Hz, 

1H), 7.54 – 7.47 (m, 3H), 7.29 – 7.27 (m, 1H), 6.94 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 6.52 (d, J = 7.4 

Hz, 1H), 5.14 – 5.09 (m, 1H), 4.67 – 4.61 (m, 1H), 3.79 (s, 3H), 3.40 – 3.28 (m, 2H), 

1.40 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.02, 165.45, 156.65, 152.71, 

151.86, 139.29, 131.16, 130.22, 129.65, 129.22, 126.85, 126.49, 124.14, 123.21, 

122.93, 114.19, 72.09, 53.63, 52.72, 37.90, 22.00. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld 

for [C26H26ClN3O4 + H]+ 480.2, found 480.2. 

 

Conditions: NaOH, MeOH, r.t., 9 h 

Compound 1f: A solution of 1e (473 mg, 0.99 mmol) in methanol (35 mL) and 5.0 M 

NaOH (50 mL) was stirred at room temperature for 9 h. The reaction mixture was 

evaporated and neutralized by 2.0 M HCl and affording an orange precipitate. The 

precipitate was filtered and dissolved in EtOAc. The organic solution was extracted 

with sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL x 3).  It was dried 

over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated in vacuo to afford 1f as an orange 

solid. Yield: 462 mg, 98%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.91 – 7.86 (m, 4H), 7.77 (d, 

J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.56 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 7.51 – 7.47 (m, 3H), 7.35 (d, J = 8.4 
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Hz, 2H), 6.92 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 6.49 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 5.14 – 5.09 (m, 1H), 4.66 – 

4.59 (m, 1H), 3.50 – 3.43 (m, 1H), 3.37 – 3.32 (m, 1H), 1.39 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 6H). 13C 

NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 174.76, 166.44, 156.88, 152.64, 151.90, 139.15, 131.19, 

130.34, 129.71, 129.21, 127.11, 125.87, 124.12, 123.27, 122.97, 114.13, 72.09, 53.78, 

37.32, 21.97. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C25H24ClN3O4 + Na]+ 488.1, found 

488.2. 

 

Conditions: MeNH2∙HCl, HBTU, HOBT∙H2O, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., 20 h 

Compound 1: To a solution of 1f (413 mg, 0.89 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), methylamine 

hydrochloride (240 mg, 3.55 mmol, 4.0 eqv.), HOBT∙H2O (162 mg, 1.06 mmol, 1.2 

eqv.), and HBTU (402 mg, 1.06 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) in DMF (50 mL) was added DIPEA 

(773 μL, 4.44 mmol, 5.0 eqv.). The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature 

for 20 h. EtOAc (40 mL) was added to the reaction mixture. The organic layer was 

extracted with sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL x 3). It 

was dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in vacuo. The crude solid was purified 

by recrystallization (EtOAc: Hexane = 6:1) to afford 1 as an orange solid. Yield: 199 

mg, 47%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.92 – 7.88 (m, 4H), 7.81 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 

7.60 (dd, J = 8.6, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.55 – 7.46 (m, 3H), 7.43 – 7.41 (m, 2H), 6.94 (d, J = 

8.8 Hz, 1H), 6.76 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 5.64 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H), 4.81 – 4.75 (m, 1H), 
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4.67 – 4.61 (m, 1H), 3.34 – 3.29 (m, 1H), 3.18 (dd, J = 14.0, 8.4 Hz, 1H), 2.75 (d, J = 

4.9 Hz, 3H), 1.40 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.27, 165.77, 

156.72, 152.73, 151.81, 140.13, 131.20, 130.19, 129.75, 129.25, 126.91, 126.31, 

124.18, 123.34, 122.98, 114.18, 72.13, 55.18, 38.77, 26.44, 22.02. HR-MS (ESI) m/z: 

calcd for [C26H27ClN4O3 + Na]+ 501.16693, found 501.16669. 

Synthesis of Inhibitor 2 

 

 

 

 

Conditions: MeNH2∙HCl, HBTU, HOBT∙H2O, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., 20 h 

Compound 2a: To a solution of N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-2-nitro-L-phenylalanine (302 

mg, 0.97 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), methylamine hydrochloride (262 mg, 3.87 mmol, 4.0 eqv.), 

HOBT∙H2O (178 mg, 1.16 mmol, 1.2 eqv.), and HBTU (440 mg, 1.16 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) 

in DMF (15 mL) was added DIPEA (843 μL, 8.10 mmol, 5.0 eqv.). The reaction mixture 

was stirred at room temperature for 20 h. EtOAc (30 mL) was added to the reaction 

mixture. Then organic layer was extracted with sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and 

washed with brine (100 mL x 3). It was dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in 

vacuo to afford a white solid of 2a. Yield: 278 mg, 89%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

8.00 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.54 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.43 – 7.40 (m, 2H), 6.27 (s, 1H), 

5.45 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 4.58 – 4.54 (m, 1H), 3.50 – 3.46 (m, 1H), 3.08 – 3.03 (m, 1H), 

2.83 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 3H), 1.29 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.71, 155.50, 
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149.44, 133.32, 132.99, 128.18, 125.29, 80.05, 55.07, 37.18, 28.26, 26.46. LR-MS 

(MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C15H21N3O5 + Na]+ 346.1, found 346.2. 

 

 

 

 

Conditions: TFA, DCM, r.t., 10 h 

Compound 2b: A solution of 2a (270 mg, 0.84 mmol) in DCM (15 mL) was stirred with 

TFA (8 mL) at room temperature for 10 h. Evaporation of the reaction mixture afforded 

the product of 2b as a white solid. Yield: 205 mg, 98%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) 

δ 8.50 (s, 2H), 8.20 (q, J = 4.3 Hz, 1H), 8.10 (dd, J = 8.2, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 7.73 – 7.69 (m, 

1H), 7.60 – 7.56 (m, 1H), 7.39 – 7.37 (m, 1H), 4.02 (s, 1H), 3.47 (dd, J = 14.0, 5.6 Hz, 

1H), 3.18 (dd, J = 13.2, 9.3 Hz, 1H), 2.47 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, 

DMSO-d6) δ 167.82, 148.82, 133.82, 133.22, 130.03, 129.09, 125.17, 52.70, 34.40, 

25.43. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C10H13N3O3 + H]+ 224.1, found 224.1. 
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Conditions: HOBT∙H2O, HBTU, DIPEA, DMF, r.t. 25 h 

Compound 2c: To a solution of 2b (199 mg, 0.89 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), 3-chloro-4-

isopropoxybenzoic acid24 (230 mg, 1.06 mmol, 1.2 eqv.), HOBT∙H2O(163 mg, 1.06 

mmol, 1.2 eqv.), and HBTU (402 mg, 1.06 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) in DMF (30 mL) was added 

DIPEA (465 μL, 2.67 mmol, 3.0 eqv.). The reaction mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 25 h. EtOAc (20 mL) was added to the reaction mixture. Then organic 

layer was extracted with sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL 

x 3). It was dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in vacuo. The crude mixture 

was purified by column chromatography (SiO2, EtOAc : hexane = 3:1) to afford the 

product 2c as a white solid. Yield: 266 mg, 71%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.97 – 

7.95 (m, 1H), 7.75 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.55 – 7.51 (m, 2H), 7.42 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 

7.20 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 6.90 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 6.31 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 4.99  – 4.93 

(m, 1H), 4.65 – 4.59 (m, 1H), 3.52 (dd, J = 13.8, 4.4 Hz, 1H), 3.30 (dd, J = 13.9, 10.1 

Hz, 1H), 2.85 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 3H), 1.39 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) 

δ 171.48, 166.04, 156.66, 149.73, 133.60, 132.96, 132.69, 129.81, 128.46, 126.70, 

125.99, 125.30, 124.08, 114.03, 72.09, 54.67, 35.66, 26.58, 22.01. LR-MS (MALDI-

TOF) m/z: cacld for [C20H22ClN3O5 + Na]+ 442.1, found 442.2. 

 

 

 

Conditions: Pd/C, H2 (gas), MeOH, r.t., 2 h 

Compound 2d: A solution of 2c (138 mg, 0.33 mmol) in methanol (5 mL) was stirred 

with 10% Pd/C (18 mg) catalyst under hydrogen atmosphere at room temperature for 
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2 h. The reaction mixture filtered through celite and concentrated in vacuo afforded a 

solid compound of 2d. Yield: 130 mg, 98%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.81 – 7.78 

(m, 2H), 7.65 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.15 – 7.06 (m, 3H), 6.94  – 6.85 (m, 2H), 6.78 (s, 

1H), 6.27 (br, 2H), 4.97 – 4.92 (m, 1H), 4.64 – 4.55 (m, 1H), 3.23 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 2H), 

2.72 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 3H), 1.38 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.97, 

166.46, 156.58, 138.76, 131.68, 129.89, 128.57, 127.12, 125.83, 125.52, 123.84, 

123.09, 119.80, 113.88, 71.98, 53.48, 34.99, 26.34, 21.95. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: 

cacld for [C20H24ClN3O3 + Na]+ 412.1, found 412.1. 

 

 

 

 

Conditions: AcOH, r.t., 14 h 

Compound 2: A solution of 2d (226 mg, 0.56 mmol, 1.0 eqv.)  and nitrosobenzene 

(119 mg, 1.11 mmol, 2.0 eqv.) in acetic acid (1.3 mL) was stirred at room temperature 

for 14 h. The reaction mixture was dissolved in EtOAc. It was extracted with sat. 

NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL x 3). The mixture was dried 

over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in vacuo. The residual orange solid was roughly 

purified by column chromatography (Silica, hexane : EtOAc = 1:9). Final purification 

was done by using reverse-phase HPLC with a mobile phase gradient (acetonitrile / 

water with 0.1% TFA = 65 to 100% of acetonitrile in water for 55 min) to afford 

compound 2 as an orange solid. Yield: 42 mg, 15%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.96 

– 7.93 (m, 2H), 7.79 – 7.77 (m, 1H), 7.58 – 7.51 (m, 4H), 7.47 – 7.43 (m, 2H), 7.38 – 
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7.28 (m, 3H), 6.55 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 6.24 (d, J = 4.1 Hz, 1H), 4.82 –  4.76 (m, 1H), 

4.53 – 4.47 (m, 1H), 3.88 (dd, J = 14.0, 9.1 Hz, 1H), 3.54 (dd, J = 13.6, 5.3 Hz, 1H), 

2.73 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 3H), 1.34 (dd, J = 6.0, 2.3 Hz, 6H).13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

171.63, 166.32, 156.42, 152.83, 150.58, 137.44, 131.99, 131.84, 131.72, 129.60, 

129.53, 128.17, 126.67, 126.06, 123.98, 123.28, 116.06, 113.77, 71.96, 56.13, 32.74, 

26.38, 21.97. HR-MS (ESI) m/z: calcd for [C26H27ClN4O3 + Na]+ 501.16693, found 

501.16635. 

Synthesis of Inhibitor 3 

 

 

 

Conditions: MeNH2∙HCl, HBTU, HOBT∙H2O, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., 24 h 

Compound 3a: To a solution of N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-3-nitro-L-phenylalanine (300 

mg, 0.97 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), methylamine hydrochloride (261 mg, 3.87 mmol, 4.0 eqv.), 

HOBT∙H2O(178 mg, 1.16 mmol, 1.2 eqv.), and HBTU (440 mg, 1.16 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) 

in DMF (15 mL) was added DIPEA (843 μL, 8.10 mmol, 5.0 eqv.). The reaction mixture 

was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. EtOAc (30 mL) was added to the reaction 

mixture. Then organic layer was extracted with sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and 

washed with brine (100 mL x 3). It was dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in 

vacuo to afford a white solid of 3a. Yield: 153 mg, 49%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

8.09 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.57 – 7.54 (m, 1H), 7.48 – 7.44 (m, 1H), 6.42 (s, 1H), 5.31 

(d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 4.46 – 4.41 (m, 1H), 3.27 – 3.22 (m, 1H), 3.08 – 3.03 (m, 1H), 2.77 

(d, J = 4.7 Hz, 3H), 1.36 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.43, 155.64, 148.36, 
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139.27, 135.81, 129.50, 124.33, 122.10, 80.59, 55.54, 38.52, 28.31, 26.34. LR-MS 

(MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C15H21N3O5 + Na]+ 346.1, found 346.2. 

 

 

 

 

Conditions: TFA, DCM, r.t., 6 h 

Compound 3b: A solution of 3a (118 mg, 0.36 mmol) in DCM (15 mL) was stirred with 

TFA (10 mL) at room temperature for 6 h. Evaporation of the reaction mixture afforded 

the product 3b as a white solid. Yield: 110 mg, 98%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 

8.11 – 8.06 (m, 2H), 7.85 (d, J = 3.8 Hz, 1H), 7.67 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.57 (t, J = 8.0 

Hz, 1H), 3.02 (dd, J = 13.3, 5.0 Hz, 1H), 2.78 (dd, J = 13.3, 8.3 Hz, 1H), 2.57 (d, J = 

4.6 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 174.49, 147.59, 141.43, 136.39, 129.41, 

123.98, 121.16, 56.08, 25.44. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C10H13N3O3 + Na]+ 

246.1, found 246.1. 

 

Conditions: HOBT∙H2O, HBTU, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., 25 h 
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Compound 3c: To a solution of 3b (103 mg, 0.46 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), 3-chloro-4-

isopropoxybenzoic acid24 (119 mg, 0.55 mmol, 1.2 eqv.), HOBT∙H2O (84 mg, 0.55 

mmol, 1.2 eqv.), and HBTU (209 mg, 0.55 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) in DMF (20 mL) was added 

DIPEA (240 μL, 1.38 mmol, 3.0 eqv.). The reaction mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 25 h. EtOAc (20 mL) was added to the reaction mixture. The organic 

layer was extracted with sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL 

x 3). It was dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in vacuo. The crude mixture 

was purified by column chromatography (SiO2, EtOAc : hexane = 3:1) to afford the 

product 3c as a white solid. Yield: 266 mg, 69%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.15 – 

8.14 (m, 1H), 8.12 – 8.09 (m, 1H), 7.77 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.60 – 7.57 (m, 2H), 7.48 

(t, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 6.92 – 6.86 (m, 2H), 6.14 (q, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H), 4.89 – 4.83 (m, 1H), 

4.68 – 4.59 (m, 1H), 3.36 – 3.23 (m, 2H), 2.78 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 3H), 1.40 (dd, J = 6.0, 

2.0 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.08, 166.04, 156.83, 148.43, 138.94, 

135.73, 129.75, 129.68, 126.89, 125.95, 124.42, 124.17, 122.34, 114.08, 72.14, 54.71, 

38.26, 26.47, 22.02. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C20H22ClN3O5 + Na]+ 442.1, 

found 442.2. 

 

 

 

Conditions: Pd/C, H2 (gas), MeOH, r.t., 2 h 

Compound 3d: A solution of 3c (242 mg, 0.58 mmol) in methanol (10 mL) was stirred 

with 10% Pd/C (40 mg) catalyst under hydrogen atmosphere at room temperature for 

6 h. The reaction mixture filtered through celite and concentrated in vacuo to afford a 
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white solid 3d. Yield: 221 mg, 98%. Rf = 0.1 (Silica, Hexane: EtOAc = 1:6). This crude 

product is used for next step without further purification. 

 

 

 

 

Conditions: AcOH, r.t., 14 h 

Compound 3: A solution of 3d (239 mg, 0.59 mmol, 1.0 eqv.)  and nitrosobenzene 

(126 mg, 1.17 mmol, 2.0 eqv.) in acetic acid (1.5 mL) was stirred at room temperature 

for 14 h. The reaction mixture was dissolved in EtOAc. It was extracted with sat. 

NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL x 3). The mixture was dried 

over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in vacuo. The residual orange solid was roughly 

purified by column chromatography (Silica, hexane : EtOAc = 1:9). The subsequent 

purification using reverse-phase HPLC with a mobile phase gradient (acetonitrile / 

water with 0.1% TFA = 65 to 100% of acetonitrile in water for 55 min) to afford 

compound 3 as an orange solid. Yield: 193 mg, 68%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

7.91 – 7.88 (m, 2H), 7.83 – 7.79 (m, 3H), 7.59 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 7.54 – 7.45 

(m, 4H), 7.39 – 7.37 (m, 1H), 6.89 –6.83 (m, 2H), 5.91 – 5.88 (m, 1H), 4.86 – 4.80 (m, 

1H), 4.64 – 4.55 (m, 1H), 3.34 (dd, J = 13.6, 6.2 Hz, 1H), 3.23 (dd, J = 13.6, 8.0 Hz, 

1H), 2.75 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 3H), 1.38 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 6H).13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

171.56, 165.95, 156.60, 152.93, 152.63, 138.08, 132.03, 131.23, 129.80, 129.53, 

129.21, 126.94, 126.39, 124.05, 123.25, 123.01, 122.36, 114.05, 72.05, 55.17, 38.65, 
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26.38, 22.00. HR-MS (ESI) m/z: calcd for [C26H27ClN4O3 + Na]+ 501.16693, found 

501.16641. 

Synthesis of Inhibitor 4 

 

 

 

Conditions: MeNH2∙HCl, HBTU, HOBT∙H2O, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., 20 h 

Compound 4a: To a solution of N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-4-nitro-L-phenylalanine (502 

mg, 1.62 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), methylamine hydrochloride (238 mg, 6.48 mmol, 4.0 eqv.), 

HOBT∙H2O (297 mg, 1.16 mmol, 1.2 eqv.), and HBTU (736 mg, 1.94 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) 

in DMF (20 mL) was added DIPEA (1.41 mL, 8.10 mmol, 5.0 eqv.). The reaction 

mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h. It was extracted with EtOAc (50 mL) 

and sat. NaHCO3aq (100 mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL x 3). It was dried 

over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated in vacuo to afford a white solid of 4a. Yield: 483 

mg, 92%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.15 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.38 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 

2H), 6.17 (s, 1H), 5.17 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 4.42 – 4.37 (m, 1H), 3.24 (dd, J = 14.8, 6.8 

Hz, 1H), 3.08 (dd, J = 14.8, 7.2 Hz, 1H), 2.76 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 3H), 1.38 (s, 9H). 13C 

NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.24, 155.55, 147.12, 144.90, 130.37, 123.81, 80.71, 

55.49, 38.64, 28.34, 26.37. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C15H21N3O5 + Na]+ 

346.1, found 346.2. 
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Conditions: TFA, DCM, r.t., 5 h 

Compound 4b: A solution of 4a (480 mg, 1.49 mmol) in DCM (30 mL) was stirred with 

TFA (20 mL) at room temperature for 6 h. Evaporation of the reaction mixture afforded 

the product 4b as a white solid. Yield: 423 mg, 90%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ 

8.22 – 8.19 (m, 2H), 7.48 – 7.45 (m, 2H), 4.03 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 3.26 – 3.13 (m, 2H), 

2.68 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CD3OD) δ 169.51, 148.98, 143.47, 131.74, 124.92, 

55.33, 38.18, 26.28. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for [C10H13N3O3 + Na]+ 246.1, 

found 246.1. 

 

Conditions: HOBT∙H2O, HBTU, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., 17 h 

Compound 4c: To a solution of 4b (406 mg, 1.82 mmol, 1.0 eqv.), 3-chloro-4-

isopropoxybenzoic acid24 (469 mg, 2.18 mmol, 1.2 eqv.), HOBT∙H2O (334 mg, 2.18 

mmol, 1.2 eqv.), and HBTU (827 mg, 2.18 mmol, 1.2 eqv.) in DMF (50 mL) was added 

DIPEA (951 μL, 5.56 mmol, 3.0 eqv.). The reaction mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 17 h. It was extracted with EtOAc (35 mL) and sat. NaHCO3aq (100 
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mL x 3) and washed with brine (100 mL x 3). It was dried over MgSO4, filtered and 

evaporated in vacuo. The crude mixture was purified by column chromatography (SiO2, 

EtOAc : hexane = 3:1) to afford the product 4c as an white solid. Yield: 266 mg, 35%. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.19 – 8.15 (m, 2H), 7.78 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.58 (dd, J 

= 8.6, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.43 – 7.41 (m, 2H), 6.93 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 6.74 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 

1H), 5.90 (s, 1H), 4.85 – 4.79 (m, 1H), 4.69 – 4.60 (m, 1H), 3.34 – 3.22 (m, 2H), 2.78 

(d, J = 4.9 Hz, 3H), 1.41 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.22, 

166.04, 156.86, 147.20, 144.66, 130.36, 129.72, 126.89, 125.79, 124.16, 123.89, 

114.04, 72.17, 54.70, 38.47, 26.44, 22.00. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: cacld for 

[C20H22ClN3O5 + Na]+ 442.1, found 442.1. 

 

Conditions: Pd/C, H2 (gas), MeOH, r.t., 2 h 

Compound 4d: A solution of 4c (258 mg, 0.61 mmol) in methanol (10 mL) was stirred 

with 10% Pd/C (37 mg) catalyst under hydrogen atmosphere at room temperature for 

2 h. The reaction mixture filtered through celite and concentrated in vacuo. The crude 

solid was purified by column chromatography (SiO2, EtOAc : hexane = 10:1) to afford 

a white solid 4d. Yield: 112 mg, 47%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.78 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 

1H), 7.59 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.2 Hz, 1H), 7.03 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 6.95 – 6.85 (m, 2H), 6.63 

(d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 5.96 (s, 1H), 4.74 – 4.57 (m, 2H), 3.13 (dd, J = 13.7, 5.8 Hz, 1H), 

2.96 (dd, J = 12.8, 8.2 Hz, 1H), 2.72 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 3H), 1.44 – 1.32 (m, 6H). 13C NMR 
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(100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.79, 165.71, 156.54, 145.38, 130.32, 129.74, 129.03, 126.89, 

126.62, 124.06, 115.57, 114.17, 72.11, 55.49, 38.08, 26.34, 22.02. LR-MS (MALDI-

TOF) m/z: cacld for [C20H24ClN3O3 + Na]+ 412.1, found 412.1. 

 

Conditions: (a) NaNO2, H2O, AcOH, HCl, 0 oC, 1 h, (b) NaOAc, EtOH, H2O, r.t., 1 h 

Compound 4e: 115 μL aqueous solution of NaNO2 (27 mg, 0.40 mmol, 1.2 eq.) was 

added to a solution of 4d (110 mg, 0.33 mmol, 1.0 eq.) in AcOH (450 μL) and 12 M 

HCl (75 μL) at 0 °C. The resulting solution was stirred at 0 °C for 1 hour and transferred 

to a suspension of pentan-2,4-dione (45 μL, 0.43 mmol, 1.3 eq.) and NaOAc (82 mg, 

0.99 mmol, 3 eq.) in EtOH (315 μL) and H2O (174 μL), forming a yellow precipitate. 

The reaction mixture was stirred for 1 hour at room temperature and the precipitate 

was collected by filtration, washed with H2O, H2O : EtOH = 1 :1, and hexane. It was 

dried in vacuo to afford a yellow solid 4e. Yield: 76 mg, 46%.  1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 7.78 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (dd, J = 8.6, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.37 – 7.28 (m, 5H), 

6.93 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 6.74 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 5.81 – 5.77 (m, 1H), 4.79 – 4.72 (m, 

1H), 4.67 – 4.60 (m, 1H), 3.23 – 3.12 (m, 2H), 2.78 – 2.76 (m, 3H), 2.60 (s, 3H), 2.48 

(s, 3H), 1.41 – 1.34 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 198.15, 197.21, 171.27, 

165.76, 156.74, 140.74, 134.56, 133.38, 130.74, 129.69, 126.87, 126.31, 124.19, 

116.65, 114.18, 72.17, 55.11, 38.31, 31.83, 26.80, 26.45, 22.03. LR-MS (MALDI-TOF) 

m/z: cacld for [C25H29ClN4O5 + Na]+ 523.2, found 523.1. 
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Conditions: EtOH, 80 ºC, 3 h 

Compound 4: Methylhydrazine (8.25 μL, 0.16 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added to a solution 

of 4e (76 mg, 0.16 mmol, 1.0 eq.) in EtOH (10 mL) and refluxed for 3 hours. After 

evaporation, the residual crude solid was purified using reverse-phase HPLC with a 

mobile phase gradient (acetonitrile / water with 0.1% TFA = 40 to 100% of acetonitrile 

in water for 81 min) to afford 4 as an orange solid. Yield: 45 mg, 55%. 1H NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.80 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.75 – 7.73 (m, 2H), 7.61 (dd, J = 8.6, 2.3 Hz, 

1H), 7.35 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.01 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 6.93 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 5.97 

(d, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H), 4.85 – 4.79 (m, 1H), 4.67 – 4.61 (m, 1H), 3.84 (s, 3H), 3.27 (dd, J 

= 14.8, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H), 3.17 (dd, J = 12.8, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 2.76 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 3H), 

2.59 (s, 3H), 2.52 (s, 3H), 1.40 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

171.94, 166.13, 156.82, 152.53, 142.42, 139.27, 138.52, 134.87, 130.03, 129.86, 

126.95, 126.00, 124.19, 122.38, 114.13, 72.15, 55.30, 38.53, 35.68, 26.53, 22.00, 

13.20, 10.03. HR-MS (ESI) m/z: calcd for [C26H31ClN6O3 + Na]+ 533.20438, found 

533.20392. 
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Figure 2-9. HR-MS (ESI) mass spectrum of Cenp-E inhibitor 1: m/z = 501.16669 

[C26H27ClN4O3 + Na]+ (calculated mass for the most abundant isotope: 501.16693) 

 

 

 

Figure 2-10. HR-MS (ESI) mass spectrum of Cenp-E inhibitor 2: m/z = 501.16635 

[C26H27ClN4O3 + Na]+ (calculated mass for the most abundant isotope: 501.16693) 

 

 

 

Figure 2-11. HR-MS (ESI) mass spectrum of Cenp-E inhibitor 3: m/z = 501.16641 

[C26H27ClN4O3 + Na]+ (calculated mass for the most abundant isotope: 501.16693) 

 

Figure 2-12. HR-MS (ESI) mass spectrum of Cenp-E inhibitor 4: m/z = 533.20392 

[C26H31ClN6O3 + Na]+ (calculated mass for the most abundant isotope: 533.20438) 
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Chapter 3 

 

Molecular Crankshaft Effect Converting Piston-like 

Molecular Motion to Continuous Rotation of Macro 

Objects 
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3.1 Introduction 

 In the living organism, motor proteins such as myosin, kinesin, and dynein are 

functioning as molecular machines which can continuously convert the chemical 

energy stored in adenosine 5′-triphosphate to mechanical work of muscle, motion of 

flagella, and transport of micro-objects in cells.1 While there are several definitions of 

“molecular machine”, it is defined as molecules transforming continuously some 

energy to mechanical work for outside world by a molecular level mechanism in a 

narrow sense.2 The studies aiming at the synthesis of artificial molecular machines 

are one of the most challenging fields. Many efforts are made to mimic the motion of 

machines of the real world such as shuttles,3,4 elevators,5 piston,6 nanocar,7 plier,8 and 

so on with synthesized molecules. In these systems, molecules detect external stimuli, 

such as light, electric field, pH, solvent polarity, ion, or temperature, and then change 

their physical properties reversibly accompanying a molecular motion: switching 

between two states or piston-like movement between two positions. However, these 

molecular machines are not suited in strict manner for the ones defined above. In fact, 

the molecules just detect some energy as stimuli and change their states reversibly 

accompanying a molecular or macroscopic motion, without converting energy to work 

for outside world repeatedly. These types of systems come under the category of 

piston action or switch, from which we cannot generate continuous work.  

          In the real world, engines transform the energy of fuel to the work by combustion 

where crankshaft motion is utilized for the piston action of a cylinder undergoing a 

continuous rotational motion with an axis. To realize a true molecular machine 

transforming energy to work continuously, I need to create a crankshaft contrivance 

functioning in the molecular level. Furthermore, a strategy to assemble the motion of 

each molecule into the same direction is desired for extracting the energy 
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transformation as a visible macroscopic motion. In 2006, Feringa and colleagues 

succeeded in the directional rotation of a glass rod of several tens micrometer size 

located on a liquid crystalline (LC) film as the result of the rotational reorganization of 

polygonal fingerprint texture of the cholesteric LC (CLC) induced by trans−cis 

photoisomerization of an embedded chiral ethylene derivative.9−11 Although this 

molecular system seems to be one of the examples of molecular machines 

transforming light energy to work, I need to categorize it to a “switch” not to a machine 

because they could not unidirectionally rotate the glass rod with the continuous 

manner. The rotational motion stops at the cis-rich photostationary state and the 

reverse rotational motion to the opposite direction was obtained upon thermal cis to 

trans isomerization. A continuous and unidirectional rotational motion of LC pattern 

has been demonstrated with CLC films by using the change of molecular orientation 

under light irradiation or unidirectional permeation of water molecules.12,13 However, it 

is not clear whether this system can perform macroscopic mechanical work or not by 

using these orientational changes of molecules in CLC films. Ikeda14 and Yu15 have 

already succeeded in demonstrating the directional rotation or linear translocation of 

films by using a photochromic LC polymer. In these systems, however, the 

directionality of the rotational or linear movement of films caused by the photoinduced 

extension and contraction of the film is originated from the mechanism not at the 

molecular level but at the macroscopic level: the direction of the movement of the films 

is determined by the positions irradiated with UV or visible lights on the film.  

           I have already explored LC systems similar to the Feringa’s with novel chiral 

azobenzene16−18 and helicene19 derivatives, usually exhibiting rotary motions of glass 

rods on thin CLC films in opposite directions upon UV and visible light. I showed the 

reversible rotation in relatively thin CLC films based on dibromo-substituted 
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azobenzophane (Figure 3-1a).16 During this study, I found an unusual phenomenon 

that the photoinduced LC texture transition is totally different compared with that of 

previous study. In a thick CLC film condition, the emergence of a new texture was 

observed during the photoisomerization of chiral azobenzene from cis to trans form. 

By manipulating this unusual phenomenon, herein I demonstrate the first example of 

the molecular crankshaft effect displaying accumulative unidirectional rotation of 

macroscopic glass flakes on the surface of chiral-azobenzene doped CLC films under 

light irradiation. Trans−cis isomerization upon UV irradiation causes the rotation of 

glass flakes, whereas cis−trans isomerization upon irradiation with visible light results 

in a paused state, instead of reverse rotation. It implies that the ultimate work would 

not be zero, which intrinsically improved the system from previous demonstrations. 
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Figure 3-1. a) Molecular structure and photoisomerization of cyclic azobenzene 

based motor 1. b) Schematic representation of formation of CLC film on the rubbed 

polyimide surface and sprinkle of the glass flakes on the open surface of the film to 

get rotational work. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Photoinduced Unidirectional and Continuous Mechanical Work 

In the present system, dibromo-substituted azobenzophane at 1 wt % was 

dissolved into nematic LC host ZLI-1132, and the resultant continuous polygonal 

fingerprint texture was formed on glass slides pretreated with an unidirectionally 

rubbed polyimide alignment layer (Figure 3-1b). The reorganization of the polygonal 
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fingerprint texture of ca. 52 μm thick CLC films was monitored under UV and visible 

light irradiation with a polarizing optical microscope (POM) as shown in Figure 3-2. 

Under UV (366 nm) light irradiation, the fingerprint texture showed homogeneous 

rotational reorganization with an expansion of the line gaps as evidenced from Figure 

3-2a−c which is ascribed to the lengthening of helical pitch associated with the 

increasing concentration of bent shaped cis isomer of lower helical twisting power 

(HTP) in CLC film. 20−22 Change of the HTP of 1 in nematic host ZLI-1132 before and 

after light irradiation has already been reported: by the UV light irradiation, initial HTP 

−35 μm−1 decreased to −18 μm−1 at PSS366nm.16 On the other hand, the abnormal 

texture transformation was observed during cis−trans photoisomerization under visible 

light (436 nm) irradiation (30 mW cm−2) that is instead of typically observed fingerprint 

texture rotation to the opposite direction (Figure 3-2d,e). By a careful comparison of 

the round-shaped-patterns with 10−30 μm size in diameter with the ever-known 

textures for CLC film, I could assign it as a kind of focal conic textures where numerous 

small domains with different sizes and shapes were formed. Usually, focal conic 

texture comprises independent multiple domains with intrinsic helical pitch, but the 

helical axis of each domain is randomly oriented throughout the surface. This type of 

texture is also found in the cuticle of Plusiotis gloriosa in nature23 and CLC films upon 

electric field application24,25 and also upon photoisomerization of a doped azobenzene 

derivative.26,27 Continuous visible light irradiation or thermal back process resulted in 

merging of scattered small-domain boundaries, leading to the formation of large 

domains. Simultaneously, the fingerprint texture emerged in several domains (Figure 

3-2e) and finally merged recovering the initial polygonal fingerprint texture (Figure 3-

2f) and HTP of motor 1 recovered to −33 μm−1 at PSS436nm.16 The reappeared 

fingerprint texture did not show any rotational reorganization of the lines with further 
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visible light irradiation. I also observed that the formation of the focal conic texture 

highly relies on the film thickness and irradiation intensity of visible light. By increasing 

the film thickness, it had a stronger tendency to form focal conic domains 

accompanying longer time to recover the initial fingerprint texture. Exposure to 436 nm 

light source with 6% of it’s original intensity (1.8 mW cm−2) showed no focal conic 

texture, regardless of the film thickness, while that with 25% of original intensity (7.5 

mW cm−2) resulted in the mixed domains of polygonal fingerprint and focal conic 

textures.  

To realize the rotational behavior of micro-objects generated by the rotation of 

photoinduced polygonal fingerprint texture, glass flakes were sprinkled on the surface 

of film followed by the photoirradiation with light of wavelength 366 and 436 nm. Figure 

3-2 shows a series of two cycles of rotation and standstill state of a glass flake on the 

surface of CLC film under subsequent UV and visible light irradiation. According to the 

chiral nature of the embedded molecule 1,28 the texture and glass flakes were rotated 

in either a clockwise (doped with S- (−)-E-1) or a counterclockwise (doped with R-(−)-

E-1) fashion. Under UV irradiation, a glass flake on the surface of the CLC film (S-(−)-

E-1 doped in ZLI-1132) has executed rotation in the clockwise direction as the result 

of rotational reorganization of the fingerprint texture, and rotation continued until 

reaching the photostationary state (PSS366nm, Figure 3-2b,c,g,h). During this irradiation, 

the glass flake made approximately four and a half full turn with 3°/s rotation speed. 

The rotation speed of the glass flakes increased by raising the UV light intensity, which 

is consistent with our previous observation with the thin CLC films16 but has no flake 

size dependence, because it is governed by the rotational speed of the polygonal 

fingerprint texture. After PSS366nm, irradiation of the film with visible light changed the 
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fingerprint texture to focal conic patterns, resulting in the standstill state of the glass 

flake instead of reverse rotation (Figure 3-2-d,e,i). 

 

Figure 3-2. Photoinduced polygonal fingerprint texture change for 3 cycles under 

alternative UV and visible light irradiation, resulting several full turns of unidirectional 

rotation of glass flakes on the surface of a CLC film (1 wt% of S-(-)-E-1 in ZLI-1132). 

Clockwise rotation of glass flake (b→c and g→h) upon irradiation with UV light (366 

nm). Immobile glass flake (d→f and i) upon irradiation with visible light (436 nm with 
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30 mWcm-2 intensity). During the depicted process, the flake made approximately four 

and half full turns.  

Alternating UV and visible light irradiation produced multicycle unidirectional 

rotation of glass flakes, and the rotation angle through the sequences was examined 

as shown in Figure 3-3. The steady (red line) and steeper slope (black line) of the plot 

indicates the pause and rotation movement of glass flakes, respectively. In each UV 

light irradiation (trans−cis isomerization), glass flakes showed rotation with angles 

varying from 300° to 500° without any backward rotation upon visible light (cis−trans 

isomerization), which led to the accumulation of the rotation angle. After six complete 

sequences of UV and visible light irradiations, glass flakes performed over 3000° 

rotation in one direction which has never been achieved so far to the best of our 

knowledge. It was also confirmed that enantiomers R-(+)-E-1 and S-(−)-E-1 undergo 

comparable rotation angles with opposite direction of rotation each other. Therefore, 

this phenomenon satisfies the definition or criteria of real molecular machine 

implementing a molecular crankshaft effect which can continuously utilize the external 

energy to perform mechanical work by using the molecular switching mechanism. 
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Figure 3-3. Change in rotation angle of glass flakes upon alternating UV (black line) 

and visible light (red line) irradiation on the surface of cholesteric liquid crystalline films 

containing R-(+)-E-1 and S-(-)-E-1 (1 wt%) in ZLI-1132. 

3.2.2 Molecular Mechanism of Unidirectional Rotation 

To gain the insights into the origin of unusual texture transition by cis to trans 

processes in self-assembled superstructures, I tried to further explore the 

photoisomerization behavior of 1 in a CLC film. Figure 3-4a shows the UV−visible 

absorption spectra of CLC film with the thickness of ca. 52 μm. Absorption band 

centered at 336 nm is assigned to π−π* transition of azobenzene moiety. Irradiation 

with UV light onto the film induces the decrease of the absorption band intensity 

corresponding to the π−π* transition of the trans isomers caused by conversion from 

the trans to cis isomer reaching PSS366nm. Subsequent 436 nm light irradiation induces 

gradual recovery of π−π* absorption band intensity centered at 336 nm and reaching 

to the PSS436nm. It is noteworthy that only 50% of absorbance at 336 nm was recovered 

at PSS436nm, though 90% of contained trans isomer in the LC film was recovered at 

PSS436nm which was determined by high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) as 

shown in Figure 3-4b. The calculated recovery of the absorbance at PSS436nm for 100, 

52, and 18 μm thick films were ca. 50% of initial absorbance (Figure 3-4c). In contrast, 

for the 11 μm thin film, 90% of the absorbance was recovered at PSS436nm which 

matches to the isomer ratio of 90% trans measured by HPLC. Interestingly, the LC 

texture transition was consistent with the absorption transition behavior. In case of the 

film of 18 μm or thicker, a stable focal conic texture was observed during the 436 nm 

irradiation. Moreover, thin CLC films (ca. 11 μm) never showed a focal conic texture, 

and the polygonal fingerprint texture could reversibly rotate under alternating UV and 

visible light irradiation.  
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Figure 3-4. (a) UV−visible absorption spectra of a 52 μm thick CLC film doped with 1 

(1 wt % of S-(−)-E-1 in ZLI-1132) upon light irradiation with different wavelengths, (b) 

change of the absorbance and percent of trans isomer in the film (52 μm) under UV 

and visible light irradiation. Red line, black square; percent of trans isomer and black 

line, blue circle; absorbance change monitored at 336 nm. (c) Absorbance change of 

CLC films with different film thickness upon UV and visible light irradiation; black line 

(100 μm), red line (52 μm), blue line (18 μm), green line (11 μm). (Spikes in the spectra 

at around 365 and 486 nm pointed with the mark “*” are noises coming from the 

spectrometer.) 

In case of CLC films, the absorbance of the azobenzene derivatives is 

depending on not only the isomer ratio but also the orientation of molecules.27 

Basically, when the directions of π−π* transition moment of azobenzene and the 
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electric field of the incident light are parallel to each other, molecules show the 

maximum absorbance. If molecules become tilted from their parallel position, they 

cannot effectively absorb the light resulting in decrease of the absorption. It is 

generally known that CLC film showing a polygonal fingerprint texture has its helical 

director align parallel to the substrate at the interface of air while perpendicular in the 

bulk. In addition, rod-like trans isomer of azobenzene is mesogenic and which is likely 

to orient parallel to the long axis of LC host molecules and it determines the formation 

and order of LC molecules in domains. Isomerization of doped E-azobenzene 

molecules plays a crucial role for the reorganization of the polygonal fingerprint texture 

of the CLC film. Upon UV light irradiation on the thick film, trans-1 is converted to the 

cis-1 and at PSS366nm CLC film maintains the polygonal fingerprint texture with an 

elongated helical pitch (Figure 3-5a−c). The bent shape of cis-1 molecules has no 

mesogenic property to affect the helical pitch and the direction of helical axis of the LC 

molecules, resulting in random orientation of the cis-1 isomers in the film (Figure 3-

5c). As soon as irradiating the film at PSS366nm with visible light at 436 nm, the trans-1 

isomers suddenly emerged replacing the randomly distributed cis-1 isomers and 

probably acted as “seed” to induce domains with randomly oriented helices (Figure 3-

5d). These randomly oriented domains with many boundaries across the surface of 

the film result in the focal conic texture which lacks the momentum of rotational 

reorganization of the LC texture and thereby resulting in the no rotation of the 

macroscopic object on the film. Then, domains are gradually reorganized again by the 

continuous visible light irradiation to form a homogeneous and original fingerprint 

texture which can induce rotational motion again upon trans to cis isomerization of 1. 

Contrary to the thick film (>18 μm), the thin film (11 μm) did not show the formation of 

a focal conic texture even during the visible light irradiation. When average thickness 
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of the LC film is thinner than the size of the focal conic domain, the texture can be 

governed by the alignment layer of the substrate. As described above, the well-

controlled cholesteric textures accompanied with unidirectional rotation and the 

paused state of glass flakes can be compared with a “crankshaft” system in the real 

world. The trans−cis isomerization of the azobenzene unit is successfully utilized for 

the continuous unidirectional rotation of the microsized object, while the second 

process (cis to trans) results in a paused state (focal conic texture), instead of typical 

reverse rotation, during the recovery of polygonal fingerprint texture for accumulative 

unidirectional sequential rotation.  
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Figure 3-5. Effect of trans/cis photoisomerization of molecular motor 1 on the texture 

transition of CLC film under UV and visible light irradiation and consequences to 

continuous rotation of glass flake. 

3.3. Conclusions 

I have successfully demonstrated the molecular crankshaft effect that 

actualizes a continuous conversion of “back and forth” structural changes in a chiral 

azobenzene induced by light energy to mechanical work, i.e. rotation of the glass 
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flakes. From our observations, it is clear that rotation of the glass flakes on CLC film 

is governed by the photoisomerization as well as orientation of embedded chiral 

photoresponsive dopant molecules. Our new findings and the comprehensive analysis 

with photoresponsive liquid crystal would contribute to develop real molecular 

machines that are capable of transforming light energy to work. 

3.4. Experimental 

The nematic liquid crystal ZLI-1132 was gifted by Merck company. The guest molecule, 

dibromo-substituted azobenzophane 1 was synthesized and characterized using a 

previously reported procedure from our group.16 Cholesteric liquid crystal solution was 

prepared by mixing ZLI-1132 and the dopant 1 (1 wt%) followed by the addition of a 

few drops of dichloromethane. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure 

and the mixture was introduced on glass slides coated with unidirectionally rubbed 

polyimide alignment layer and was observed under a polarizing optical microscope. 

The glass flake REF-160 (thickness, ~5±2 µm, diameter, ~300-150 µm) was 

purchased from Nippon Sheet Glass Co. Ltd. Japan. To observe the rotational 

behavior of the micro objects generated by the photo induced texture changes, glass 

flakes were sprinkled on the surface of the CLC film followed by the photoirradiation 

with UV (366 nm, 399 mW cm-2) (Hamamatsu LED controller model c11924−101) and 

visible light (436 nm, 30 mW cm-2) (super-high-pressure mercury lamp). Microscopic 

analyses were performed with an OLYMPUS BX-60 polarized optical microscope 

equipped with a SONY DXC-9503CCD color video camera.  

Film thickness was calculated by using equation 𝜌 =  
𝑤

𝐴∗𝑡 
 , here ρ is the density of the 

solution of ZLI-1132 liquid crystal and compound 1, w is the weight of the solution 
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spread on the glass surface to prepare film, A is the area of the film on glass surface 

and t is the thickness of the film.   

Absorption spectra were recorded with an Agilent 8453 spectrophotometer. To set the 

glass slides with CLC film on the sample holder, I inversed the spectrophotometer. 

Glass slide was fixed on the sample holder by double sided tape to avoid the any 

movement of film. Because movement of plate can change the thickness of the film. 

Before doing the experiment, glass plate was kept in a constant position and condition 

for overnight to get the homogeneous polygonal fingerprint texture. 

Photoisomerization process was conducted by using 366 nm and 436 nm light sources 

and absorbance spectra was recorded.  

High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) was carried out by Hitachi Elite La 

Chrome HPLC system with CHIRALPAK IA (DAICEL Chemical Industries Ltd) column 

using dichloromethane / hexane (30:70) as eluent to determine the E/Z ratios of 

azobenzenes in LC or organic solvent medium at isosbestic point of 278 nm. 
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Chapter 4 
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In this dissertation work, I focused on amplification of novel photoisomerization 

event of azobenzene based molecules in both artificial and living system to regulate 

the macroscopic rotational motion and control the cell division, respectively.   

For artificial approach, I introduced a molecular system which induced an 

accumulative unidirectional rotary motion of glass flakes with about 100 μm. The 

molecular system was a chiral nematic liquid crystal doped with chiral azobenzene 

derivative which showed different texture change paths upon UV and visible light 

irradiations inducing “trans to cis” and “cis to trans” photoisomerizations, respectively, 

of the chiral azobenzene dopant. Namely, a polygonal fingerprint texture accumulated 

the ordered molecular motion of each molecule in macroscopic film and induced the 

rotation of glass flakes on the film surface during UV irradiation, while scattered 

domain in focal conic texture induced no rotation of glass flakes emerged during visible 

light irradiation. As a result, cycles of the alternative irradiation of UV and visible lights 

afforded many rotations toward a single direction of the glass flakes which can be 

considered as a continuous conversion of light energy to mechanical work. After 7 

complete cycles by UV and visible light irradiations, glass flakes performed around 

3000º rotation in one direction. I may compare the effect of this molecular system 

converting “back and forth” structural change between trans and cis isomers of the 

chiral azobenzene to a continuous rotational motion of glass flakes with the crankshaft 

effect converting a piston-like motion to a rotational motion seen in engines in the real 

world.  

In case of cellular system, I have demonstrated the reversible control of mitosis 

cell division by transferring the reversible photoisomerization information of 

azobenzene based molecule. During eukaryotic cell division, the replicated 

chromosomes are transported from the centrosomes (spindle poles) towards the plus 
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end of spindle microtubules by the kinesin-like motor protein, centromere-associated 

protein E (Cenp-E / kinesin 7), which can hydrolyze ATP to produce the mechanical 

works. While, trans-cis photoisomerization of azobenzene allowed us to manipulate 

both activation and inhibition of motor activity of Cenp-E in cells and in vitro system. 

By regulating the Cenp-E activity, it is possible to control the chromosome movements 

in a reversible mode. Cenp-E was inhibited under trans state and induced 

miscongression of chromosomes and stopped the cell cycle progression, whereas it 

was not under cis state. By using light irradiation, reversible and dynamic control over 

Cenp-E-driven chromosome movements were addressed in living mitotic cells. This 

work illustrated the amplification of molecular change under light irradiation to regulate 

the motor activity of kinesin as well as dynamic cellular processes in living system. 

Here, I have highlighted the control of different macroscopic functions by 

amplifying the photoswitching behavior of azobenzene-based molecules. Both 

systems can be independently controlled by isomerization signals which allows for 

tuning the macroscopic response upon light irradiation with two light sources. This 

work provides interesting insight about the consequences of molecular motions over 

the macroscopic properties of different systems. 
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